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Explore the true foundations of knitting design: construction, form following function, stability, and
ornamentation.The parallels between knitting a sweater and constructing a building seem obvious when

considered. Sweaters suspend from yokes and shoulders; vertical planes are shaped to provide fit and allow
movement; necklines, sleeves, and hems are adapted for specific purposes. Stitch patterns and textures

elaborate design themes, and new and unusual materials can be used to striking effect.Tanis Gray has curated
a collection of designs from some of todays most innovative designers, all inspired by architectural themes.
From accessories based on art-nouveau ironwork to a sweater that mimics Bauhaus style to a dress based on

Greek sculpture, Knitting Architecture celebrates design through history.

Modern architecture and interior design knitting crochet Architecture Beauty Fashion Food Gifts Health. The
parallels between knitting a sweater and constructing a building seem obvious when considered. Knit Is a

Regional Collective of Talented Problem Solvers and Creative Architects.
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Sweaters suspend from yokes and shoulders vertical planes are shaped to provide fit and allow movement
necklines sleeves and hems are adapted for specific purposes. Courtesy of unarchitecte. Its really such a

comfort to know that Im not the only person who gets distracted by stunning details in. Highlighting the firms
four main focus areas residential educational business and recreational properties the custom pieces position
Knit as a futurefocused architecture firm and make a compelling case for why a potential client should trust
the. Ive knit the Koolhaas hat based on the design of the Seattle Public Library and the Caftan Pullover which
evoke Middle Easter designs. Buy Knitting Architecture 20 Patterns Exploring Form Function and Detail by
Gray Tanis online on Amazon.ae at best. Free 2day shipping. The parallels between knitting a sweater and

constructing a building seem obvious when considered. Kristy Glass vlogger knitter interviews the creators of
the. It includes 20 patterns for tops wraps mittens and more the and more including a cool colorwork bag and

a skirt inspired by a hotel in Dubai designed to look like a ships sail. New York is the city I love Huge
avenues and beautiful buildings that surround one of the best city park of the world. Londonbased architect
and designer Bastian Beyers project explores the potential of using knitted textile structures that have been

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=Knitting Architecture


biologically solidified as sustainable construction materials. Though the building and construction sector may
not be the first to come to mind it is one of the largest contributors to climate change. Surfaces with

compound curves can create structures that are far lighter and. Knitting and Architecture.
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